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Dear Jim: 
1 - 

I was glad to learn of your appointment to the Base ~ea l i~nmen tand  Closure Commission 
and was hoping I might see you during the Charlotte hearing on June 28. 

The reason for my attendance was the Department of Defense recommendation to move the 
Army Research Office'(AR0) from Durham, North Carolina to Bethesda, Maryland. I 
believe this is a seriously flawed proposal, and I tried to approach it less as the local 
congressman who values ARO's presence (which I do), but more from the standpoint of 
getting the best possible research product for the Army. Because other responsibilities 
prevented your attendance at the hearing, I would like to call your attention to my statement 
and am enclosing a copy for your consideration. 

Thank you for taking on this critical national assignment. I hope our paths cross soon. 

-- 

David Price 
Member of Congress 

DCN: 4912



Rep. ~ a v i d - ~ r i c e  
Testimony Before the BRAC Commission 

Charlotte, Jun 28 

This afternoon, US Rep. David Price (NC-04) will speak publicly at the hearing for the 
North Carolina portion of the regional Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 
Commission hearing in Charlotte, North Carolina. The hearing is designed to gather input 
and hear concerns from affected communities regarding the Department of Defense 
(DoD)'s recommendations that are being evaluated by the BRAC Commission. 

i 

; Price will make a public statement criticizing the DoD's recommendation to close the 
. I '  Army Research Office (ARO) in the Triangle. Among other things, Price will highlight , , 

i~ /I 
that the ARO has a close and productive relationship with neighboring universities and 

..-:-- .- research organiz~af ion~n~Re~earch~angle  Park,_and that its location has proved - to be of 
- - -  - -. 

tremendous advantage to the Army's research ope;ation asa  whole. 

The text of Price's statement to the commission, as prepared for 

"Members of the Commission: I am David Price, member of the ~ o d s e  of 
Representatives from North Carolina's Fourth District, the proud h d t k  of the Army 
Research Office (ARO). I want to welcome you to North carolink thLk you for your 

il 1 tireless efforts over these many weeks to devise a base closure add refilignment plan that 
puts our military and our country at maximum strength. j I  / 1 
"I come to you today with an urgent and earnest request: look very,:G5ry &arefully and 
critically at the Department of Defense's proposal to relocate t h e w  tol~ethesda, 
Maryland. I believe that you will conclude, as I have, that this is b ib  idia. I want to 

' II I assure you that I am speaking not merely as the Research Triangle area's representative 
in Congress, as proud as I am of the Triangle success story and t ie  &$o'~ part in it. My 
main focus - and, I'm certain, yours as well - is rather the quality of the research ARO 

* , !  generates and its payoff for our defense capabilities. ' I ,  I 

1 I ; /  j 

"The possibility of including ARO in consolidation plans has been considered and 
--- - +  =-7 

I 

! I 



Navy and Air Force research offices in ~ethesda cannot hold a candle to the co-location 
ARO already enjoys. 

"AROYs 114 employees have ready access to, and daily interaction with, world-class 
researchers and institutions. I don't know where this could be replicated - certainly not in 
the proposed new location. ARO professionals work with entrepreneurs seeking 
innovative applications for emerging technologies. They work with top-flight universities 
- professors and students - on an astounding array of research endeavors. In fact, almost 
half of the research managers are involved in active research projects with universities in 
the area. Co-locating the military's premier research organization in a heavily 
bureaucratic environment would uproot all that, and many of the most creative research 
managers would choose no doubt to leave the ARO rather than move. It would run 
counter to the primary purpose of a research organization, damaging the very fiber of . . - - - - inno,vation_and_creatlv!ty, -____ - _- - __,_ ,- - - _ - _ -  - -  --- -- --- 

"We have staked our national defense on building a smaller, quicker, more lethal force 
than our foes. Our technology advantages provide our forces hugeltactical advantages. 
Technology is transforming the battlefield; collection, dissemin&bln, andinterpretation 

I !  I 1  
of information allows our forces to operate with speed and efficiency; OUI- weapons have 

/I I l l  
previously inconceivable power and accuracy; and medical advances are saving 
thousands of lives that would have in the past been lost. ~ a i n t a i n i d ~  collaboration and 
synergy on cutting-edge technology is the life blood of a research drganization, and 
research is the lifeblood of the modem military. 

I 

"I~would simply conclude by saying 'don't mess with a good thing.' The ARO is a 'I premier research organization, performing its mission admirably. I urge the Commission 
to analyze carefully the role its present location plays in that perfordance. If you do that, 
I am confident you will keep ARO exactly where it is." 
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Dear Jim: 

I was glad to learn of your appointment to the Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
and was hoping I might see you during the Charlotte hearing on June 28. 

The reason for my attendance was the Department of Defense recommendation to move the 
Army Research Office (ARO) from Durham, North Carolina to Bethesda, Maryland. I 
believe this is a seriously flawed proposal, and I tried to approach it less as the local 
congressman who values ARO's presence (which I do), but more from the standpoint of 
getting the best possible research product for the Army. Because other responsibilities 
prevented your attendance at the hearing, I would like to call your attention to my statement 
and am enclosing a copy for your consideration. 

Thank you for taking on this critical national assignment. I hope our paths cross soon. 

' David Price 
Member of Congress 



Rep. David Price 
Testimony Before the BRAC Commission 

Charlotte, Jun 28 

This afternoon, US Rep. David Price (NC-04) will speak publicly at the hearing for the 
North Carolina portion of the regional Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 
Commission hearing in Charlotte, North Carolina. The hearing is designed to gather input 
and hear concerns from affected communities regarding the Department of Defense 
(DoD)'s recommendations that are being evaluated by the BRAC Commission. 

Price will make a public statement criticizing the DoDYs recommendation to close the 
Army Research Office (ARO) in the Triangle. Among other things, Price will highlight 
that the ARO has a close and productive relationship with neighboring universities and 

-- - - - -  research - organizations ---- in Research Triangle --- Park, - - and that its location has - -  proved to be = - =  of ------ 
- tremendous advantage to thL%-y7i research operation as  a Ghole. 

The text of Price's statement to the commission, as prepared for delivery, is below: 

"Members of the Commission: I am David Price, member of the House of I 

Representatives from North Carolina's Fourth District, the proud home of the {Army 
Research Office (ARO). I want to welcome you to North Carolina and thank 9ou for your 
tireless efforts over these many weeks to devise a base closure and realignment plan that 
puts our military and our country at maximum strength. 

"I come to you today with an urgent and earnest request: look very, very carefully and 
critically at the Department of Defense's proposal to relocate the ARO to Bethesda, 
Maryland. I believe that you will conclude, as I have, that this is a bad idea. I want to 
assure you that I am speaking not merely as the Research Triangle area's representative 
in Congress, as proud as I am of the Triangle success story and the ARO's part in it. My 
main focus - and, I'm certain, yours as well - is rather the quality of the research ARO 
generates and its payoff for our defense capabilities. 

"The possibility of including ARO in consolidation plans has been considered and 

I I 1 
I lI,I I I 

"Now we have a new pyoposal, put forth under the mantra of "co-location." What we 
I ( I l l  / I  I 

11 hope to convince you df here toda4 is that ARO already enjoys the co-location that 
.I I1 $ 1  11.1 'Ill matters most. CO-location/wilth NC State University, Duke University, the University of 
6 1  i i i ~ a ~ i  1111 North Carolina, and othefi tqesearcdl+ganizations gives ARO intellectual synergy, joint 
11, SIUl 1 1 1  l l l ~  appointments, collaborative projects, an enhanced ability to recmit and retain the best and 
l l  llli~ll, Illill , I  I ,  brightest program managem, and the opportunity for those managers to keep an active 
I 1 'I1 , hand in research. Why wpuld anyohe want to uproot these highly productive personal and 
I I institutional connections? ~ d e  supposed gains of bureaucratic ARO co-location with the 



Navy and Air Force research offices in Bethesda cannot hold a candle to the co-location 
ARO already enjoys. 

"ARO's 114 employees have ready access to, and daily interaction with, world-class 
researchers and institutions. I don't know where this could be replicated - certainly not in 
the proposed new location. ARO professionals work with entrepreneurs seeking - - 

innovative applications for emerging technologies. They work with top-flight universities 
- professors and students - on an astounding array of research endeavors. In fact, almost 
half of the research managers are involved in active research projects with universities in 
the area. Co-locating the military's premier research organization in a heavily 
bureaucratic environment would uproot all that, and many of the most creative research 
managers would choose no doubt to leave the ARO rather than move. It would run 
counter to the primary purpose of a research organization, damaging the very fiber of 
innovation and creativity. -- .-by -- -̂ -- --/ ---------- - - - - -- ---. - -----:----C ---- /- ---C- -*-;- ---- - - - - - - -  -- 

"We have staked o i r  hational defense on building a smaller, quicker, more lethal force 
than our foes. Our technology advantages provide our forces huge tactical advantages. 
Technology is transforming the battlefield; collection, dissemination, and interpretation 
of information allows our forces to operate with speed and efficiency; our weapons have 
previously inconceivable power and accuracy; and medical advances are saving 
thousands of lives that would have in the past been lost. Maintaining collaboration and 
synergy on cutting-edge technology is the life blood of a research organization, and 
research is the lifeblood of the modem military. 

"I would simply conclude by saying 'don't mess with a good thing.' The ARO is a 
premier research organization, performing its mission admirably. I urge the Commission 
to analyze carehlly the role its present location plays in that performance. If you do that, 
I am confident you will keep ARO exactly where it is." 




